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Burgundy-red water, alligators and egrets - all these and more are visions of canoeing adventures

described in the first volume of A Canoeing and Kayaking Guide to the Streams of Florida. Almost

1,000 miles of waterways are described, covering over thirty rivers and streams. Each river and

stream section includes photographs and maps, access points, difficulty ratings and scenery

descriptions of the native animals and plants that the paddler can expect to see. Suitable and scenic

campsites along the streambed are noted. This guide is the only book you'll need to appreciate the

beautiful and often wild scenery that will unfold before your eyes. The adventurous, the curious, the

naturalist, the family boater and the casual tourist will find all the information needed to have a

successful and enjoyable trip.
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Burgundy-red water, alligators and egrets - all these and more are visions of canoeing adventures

described in the first volume of A Canoeing and Kayaking Guide to the Streams of Florida. Almost

1,000 miles of waterways are described, covering over thirty rivers and streams. Each river and

stream section includes photographs and maps, access points, difficulty ratings and scenery

descriptions of the native animals and plants that the paddler can expect to see. Suitable and scenic

campsites along the streambed are noted. This guide is the only book you'll need to appreciate the

beautiful and often wild scenery that will unfold before your eyes. The adventurous, the curious, the



naturalist, the family boater and the casual tourist will find all the information needed to have a

successful and enjoyable trip. (6 x 9, 216 pages, b&w photos, maps)

A friend is about to retire and this is a gift for him. He and his wife recently bought kayaks. I've

enjoyed paddling in North Florida since college and this has been my guide for the last thirty years.

The few drawbacks, changes in forest road numbering that have occurred, are eclipsed by the very

valuable and accurate information it contains,e.g., difficulty ratings, time and distance, river stage

information.There are a lot of these books out there including some by local author Doug Alderson

that we enjoy, but this remains the best.

A+

I've used this book extensively before and during many trips on these rivers and creeks. Although

its a bit out of date a good bit of the info is still helpful. I'd recommend it if you are planning a trip on

a Florida river or creek.

This book is a guide to virtually every good paddling stream or river in the northern half of Florida,

from the panhandle to the east coast and down as far as the Ocala National Forest and Orlando

area. It leaves off a few rivers along the Northern Atlantic Coast but these are covered in the

companion book.For each river, there is a general description, typically with a B&W photo or two.

Then, each covered section of the river is addressed individually, with difficulty ratings, access

points, river mileage, and a description of the river section with interesting details or features, such

as major shoals or safety hazards. Maps are included covering each section, typically based on the

state canoe trail maps.For readers familiar with the other Menasha Ridge canoe guides, this one will

look a little different. There is less technical data such as river gradient, rainfall, etc., because

Florida rivers aren't whitewater and don't really need it. However, the descriptions of the river

sections are usually much more detailed than other books in the Menasha series.The book also has

a general introduction to paddling in Florida, including discussion of issues visitors to the state might

not have thought of. For example, some basic alligator safety points are included, as well tips on

insects, sun exposure, and riparian rights.When my wife and I first started canoeing in Florida, we

bought this book. Turns out it was the most essential piece of canoeing equipment we ever bought.

We have used it literally hundreds of times in the thousands of miles we have paddled.The four

stars instead of five is the result of the book being somewhat dated. Menasha very recently



released a long-awaited update (ISBN 0897325885) which combines this work and the original

companion book on Southern Florida paddling. While I haven't seen the new edition, interested

parties should consider it also.
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